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On THe AccenTuATIOn Of l-PARTIcIPles Of THe 
TyPe neslъ In wesTeRn sOuTH slAvIc*

The article analyzes the accentuation of western south slavic l-participles of 
verbal stems ending in an occlusive that are formed by adding the formant 
*-l- directly to the stem, e.g. *nes-lъ, croatian nȅsao, slovene nsel. Data 
from slovene, Čakavian, Kajkavian and Štokavian dialects are compared 
and discussed against the background of late Proto-slavic and early dialectal 
accentual and phonological changes. The operation of accentological chang-
es such as Dybo’s law, stang’s law and the rise of the neocircumflex, as well 
as the reduction of weak jers caused alternations in tone, vowel-length and 
position of the ictus. These alterations could be analogically eliminated or 
extended at different times and in different areas during the linguistic his-
tory of western south slavic, thus causing the rise of some of the earliest 
isoglosses in the area in which western south slavic is spoken.

1. Introduction

The present article is concerned with the accentuation of a subgroup of the 
l-participles of verbal stems ending in an occlusive that are formed by adding 

* I am grateful to willem vermeer and two anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments 
on an earlier version of this paper. In the text of this article, dialectal forms are accompanied by a 
reference to the work they have been taken from. for a number of frequently cited croatian dialects 
these references have been ommitted. The dialects in question are the following, with the relevant 
source in brackets: Bednja (Jedvaj 1956), Hvar (Hraste 1926–1927, Hraste et al. 1979), Kali (Benić 
2011), lika Čakavian (Ivić 1964), lika Štokavian (Milković 2009), novi (Belić 2000), Omišalj (ver-
meer 1980), Orbanići (Kalsbeek 1988), Orlec (Houtzagers 1985), Pag (Kustić 2002), Prigorje (Rožić 
1893a, 1893b, 1894), senj (Moguš 1966), varaždin (lipljin 2002) and vrgada (Jurišić 1973).
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the formant *-l- directly to the stem. examples of such l-participles are giv-
en below, arranged according to the quantity of the root vowel, treating acute 
roots as a separate group. cases of which the accentuation is not entirely cer-
tain are marked with a query. The overview is not intended to be exhaustive. 
I have not included verbs that have a nasal present and an infinitive in *‑nǫti 
(slovene, croatian dialectal ‑nit(i)). The reason for this is that these verbs of-
ten have a secondary acute root, also in the l-participle, e.g. in Russian gásla, 
gáslo to gásnut’ ‘to extinguish’ with fixed root stress pointing to an acute (cf. 
croatian gȁsnuti), while the outer-slavic evidence points to a non-acute root, 
cf. lithuanian gèsti ‘to decay, deteriorate’. In the remainder of the article, the 
three groups will be referred to as groups I, II and III.

I.  with the reflex of a short root vowel: bodlъ, eblъ, gnetlъ, greblъ, 
ḱvьtlъ, leglъ (in most languages replaced by lęglъ, cf. vaillant 1966: 182), 
metlъ, moglъ, neslъ, peklъ, pletlъ, reklъ, soplъ, šьdlъ, teklъ, teplъ, vedlъ, vezlъ 
and žьglъ. 

II.  with the reflex of a long root vowel or diphthong: bьrglъ, čьrplъ, dьlblъ, 
gǫdlъ, lęklъ (?), mętlъ, pręglъ, rastlъ, sęglъ, stьrglъ, tręslъ, tьlklъ, vьlklъ, and 
zęblъ.

III.  with an acute root we find: ědlъ, dviglъ, gryzlъ, gyblъ, kladlъ, kradlъ, 
lězlъ, lęglъ (see under I), mьlzlъ, padlъ, paslъ, prędlъ, pьlzlъ (?), -rětlъ, sědlъ, 
sěklъ (?), striglъ, tьrglъ and vьrglъ. 

In the following sections a number of prosodic changes and accentual prop-
erties of (late) Proto-slavic that are relevant for our discussion will be intro-
duced. The changes are given in the chronological order in which they took 
place according to Kortlandt (e.g. 2011: 321f.).

2. Dybo’s law

Dybo’s law is a Proto-slavic accent shift according to which a non-acute, 
non-falling accent shifted to the following syllable. If that syllable contained a 
long vowel, the new accent was long falling: *nòsīšь > *nosȋšь. following Kort-
landt, I believe final jers did not receive the accent as a result of Dybo’s law 
(but see below). The majority of scholars maintain that in originally barytone 
words such as *korļь, *końь, *bobъ, the accent was first shifted to the final jer 
and subsequently retracted onto the root again, cf., e.g., Olander 2010: 140ff. 
(with an overview of previous literature), Holzer 2009: 169, Kapović 2005: 33, 
Garde 1976: 222 (who believes the law did not affect west slavic). 
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The main reason to assume that final jers did not receive the accent is the 
fact that in those cases where a final stressed jer lost its accent, the preceding 
vowel was lengthened. This is shown by the gen.pl. of mobile nouns, which has 
a long root vowel in various slavic languages, e.g. such as Čakavian (vrgada) 
kõs ‘hair’, slovene ng ‘leg’, czech synů ‘son’, slovak strán, Polish rąk ‘hand, 
arm’ < *nog, *kos, *synov, *storn, *rǫk. The vowel-length is clearly of 
Proto-slavic origin and it spread to non-mobile nouns in south slavic (krȃv 
‘cow’) and slovak (ôs ‘wasp’, síl ‘power’, kopýt ‘hoof’), but not in czech, 
where it is found with some mobile nouns in the older language and now only 
in relic forms (verweij 1994: 507f.) and in Polish in the ā-stems (ós ‘wasp’, mąk 
‘suffering’), but not in the neuter o-stems (pęt ‘fetter’, błot ‘marsh’, Kort landt 
2011: 54). czech and Polish show that the long vowel was originally limited to 
the mobile paradigm. It follows that it must be due to a phonetic devel opment 
unique to the mobile paradigm, which is the accent retraction described above. 
Alternative scenarios assume that the lengthening in the genitive plural can be 
traced back to an ending consisting of a long jer, i.e. *‑ (ebeling 1967: 588, 
Dybo 2000: 21, 38). In addition to the fact that the long jer itself is of obscure 
origin (the length of *‑ cannot be inherited because of the timbre of the vow-
el), scenario does not provide an explanation for the distribution of the  length, 
while ebeling’s scenario does not explain the final stress of neo-Štokavian gen.
pl. kosácā ‘mowers’, ovácā ‘sheep’ (Kortlandt 2011: 18). 

The final accentuation of the Proto-slavic genitive plural of mobile para-
digms is not the result of Dybo’s law but it goes back to Proto-Balto-slavic, cf. 
lithuanian gen.pl. nag ‘hoof’, kas ‘braid’, sūn ‘son’. Because the nominative 
of nouns like *końь and *bobъ generally has a short vowel in south slavic, it 
can hardly have undergone the same stress retraction as *nog and *kos. exam-
ples like *końь and *bobъ are not particularly likely to have an analogically short 
vowel after the oblique cases, because these were oxytone, with the exception 
of the genitive, locative and instrumental plural. During the period following 
Dybo’s law, dialectal differences were starting to arise in western south slavic 
and it is doubtful that analogical processes would have affected the whole area by 
this time. It would therefore be surprising that no traces of an old long vowel in 
nominatives of the type *końь, *bóbъ have been preserved if it existed.

A long vowel is, however, reflected in west and east slavic: czech kůň, 
slovak kôň, ukrainian kin’, Russian dial. kôń, slovak bôb, ukrainian bib (but 
czech bob) etc. It is thought that this long vowel is due to later innovations 
(see verweij 1994: 515, Kortlandt 2011: 307). The short vowel of slovak osem, 
oheň and the participle form mohol provide a strong indication that the diph-
thong that arose in examples like slovak kôň and bôb is due to these words be-
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ing monosyllabic (although verweij, l.c., assumes that osem and oheň result 
from a regular development *ô‑ > o‑ in word-initial position). we will briefly 
return to the form mohol towards the end of this paper. In east slavic every *o 
with a rising tone became *ô (> ukrainian i), and every ‑o‑ in a monosyllabic 
form became ukrainian ‑i‑, e.g. vísim ‘eight’, mig, viz, which means that east 
slavic does not provide any evidence about the original length of the vowel.

3. stang’s law
According to stang’s law, which is one of the last common slavic devel-

opments, a long falling accent in a final syllable (not counting final jers) was 
shifted to the preceding syllable, which received a so-called neoacute: *možȇš 
> *mòžeš, *nosȋšь > *nòsišь, *selȃ > *sèla. The long stressed vowel that lost 
its accent was shortened (except in lechitic, cf. the detailed discussion in ver-
meer 1984: 362–383). Many slavic systems which provide information about 
the vowel length of the now post-tonic vowel underwent analogies that ob-
scured the picture. The original situation is preserved in, e.g., croatian mȍžeš < 
*mòžešь < *možȇšь versus lȅžēš < *lžēšь; Slovene 2sg.pres. nsiš < *nòsišь < 
*nosȋšь versus vȋdiš < *vìdīšь; neuter plural sla < *sèla < *selȃ versus msta 
< *mstā (cf. Bednja Kajkavian sãlo versus mȋesto, Jedvaj 1956: 298).

4. shortening of long falling vowels in internal syllables 

As stated above, a long vowel that received the stress as a result of Dybo’s 
law obtained a falling tone. when the syllable containing this long falling vow-
el was the final syllable of the word (not counting word-final jers), the accent 
was retracted onto the preceding syllable according to stang’s law. It was not 
retracted from medial syllables. Instead, the long vowel was shortened (Kort-
landt 2011: 322): croatian pòvratak < *povrȃtъkъ < (pre-Dybo) *pòvrātъkъ, 
záslužan < *zāslȗžьnъ < (pre-Dybo) *záslūžьnъ, zgrȁda < *sъgrȃdā < (pre-
Dybo) *sgrādā, cf. the long vowel of vrátiti, slúžiti, gen.sg. grȃda. A similar 
alternation is preserved in bírati ‘to gather’ with a long root vowel versus pre-
fixed pòbirati ‘to pick up’, prèbirati ‘to pluck’ with a short one (more examples 
of shortened long root vowels in interative verbs can be found in Pronk 2012: 
22f.). compounds showing a short reflex of an internal stressed ‘long’ vowel 
are croatian gològlav, golòbrad, ljevòruk, slovene gologlàv, golobràd, Russian 
gologolóvyj, Polish leworęki < *gologòlvъ, *golobòrdъ, *lěvorkъ < (pre-Dy-
bo) *gològolvъ, *golòbordъ, *lěvòrǭkъ, cf. croatian gláva, bráda, rúka. The 
second element of the compound obtained a shortened vowel in all case forms 
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except the nom.sg.m., where the stressed syllable was word-final and the short 
vowel was introduced analogically. The shortened vowel in medial syllables 
was automatically rising in Proto-slavic, falling vowels were limited to initial 
syllables.

5. Accentual variation between simple and prefixed verbal forms 

In otherwise mobile verbs with a prefix, the accent was fixed on the prefix 
before the operation of Dybo’s law. In the terminology of the Moscow accentol-
ogists, prefixes were dominant before the operation of Dybo’s law. Acute pre-
fixes appear as stressed in slavic, while non-acute prefixes lose the accent to the 
following syllable, cf. Russian výbor versus nabór, pribór, slovene pátoka ver-
sus potòk, Čakavian (Omišalj) perȅ, prālȁ versus zȉpere, zȉprāla (vermeer 1984: 
340) etc. Due to this accentual behaviour an alternation arose between verbal 
forms without a prefix with mobile stress and prefixed forms with fixed stress 
on the second syllable as reflected in neoštokavian 1pl. aorist klésmo, mrijès‑
mo versus zàklēsmo, ùmrijesmo, 1sg. present lòmīm versus prèlomīm, slȍmīm, 
(Daničić 1896: 22, 52ff.). The opposition is preserved in a significant number 
of living systems, amongst others in the southern Istrian dialects discussed by 
David Mandić elsewhere in this volume, as well as, e.g., in senj gorĩ, učĩ versus 
izgȍri, naũči (Moguš 1966: 93, 96, 97), and on the other end of the dialect spec-
trum in Kosovo-Metohija činȋm, lomȋm versus učȉnim, slȍmim (Elezović 1932, 
1935). The accentual opposition between prefixed and simple verbs also gave 
rise to the accentual opposition between Okruk lȍvin ‘I catch’ versus lovĩn ‘I 
hunt’ (Ante Jurić, material presented at the conference Dani akcentologije). The 
former generalized the accent of the perfective prefixed form *ulȍvin, while the 
latter continues the imperfective form without a prefix. for abundant examples 
from numerous other croatian dialects I refer to Kapović 2011.

In those cases in which a long root vowel received the accent from a prefix 
as a result of Dybo’s law the root vowel was regularly shortened according to 
the shortening under 4., e.g. in záslužan ‘deserving’ < *zāslȗžьnъ < (pre-Dybo) 
*záslūžьnъ. 

6. The rise of the neocircumflex

The neocircumflex is a long falling accent that is found in slovene, Kajka-
vian (including Gorski Kotar) and some of the northern Čakavian dialects (in a 
more restricted set of forms, see below). It arose regularly from a Proto-slavic 
short rising accent through compensatory lengthening (stang 1957: 28ff., Ko-
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rtlandt 2011: 51ff.; this view essentially goes back to Baudouin de courtenay 
and valjavec). The short vowel in question was either an original acute, as in 
*rȋbńak, *krȃvǫ, *dlam, *stȃrca, or any other short rising accent, as in loc.
sg. *kȏnju, *osnȏva, Slovene telta. Long rising accents were not affected, e.g. 
Slovene loc.sg. hlvu. The compensatory lengthening that caused the neocir-
cumflex regularly occured when the following syllable contained an originally 
long vowel that was shortened or when a weak jer was lost in the follow-
ing syllable. The latter condition normally does not apply to weak jers in fi-
nal position, with the exception of the masculine singular forms of the l-parti-
ciple and nouns ending in a resonant, such as slovene kȃzen, gel and vter. In 
Kajkavian, the short accent of part of the oblique cases was apparently intro-
duced into the nominative, probably in analogy to the model brȁt, brȁta, e.g., 
Varaždin v'ẹtr, Bednja vȅter. On the basis of the neocircumflex in words of 
the type Slovene kȃzen, Kortlandt assumed that final jers that were preceded by 
a resonant in the same syllable were lost later than other jers in final position 
(2011: 52). The former caused compensatory lengthening in the preceding syl-
lable, while the latter did not. In this context Dybo’s interpretation of the rise 
of the neocircumflex (2000: 36) should be mentioned. He assumes that the fall 
of a weak jer in a following syllable did not cause a neocircumflex directly, but 
through compensatory lengthening of the following syllable, which was sub-
sequently shortened causing a neocircumflex in the (now) preceding syllable: 
*bàbьstvo > *bàbstvō > slovene bȃbstvọ (on *-stvō see Valjavec 1897: 211f.). 
In view of the neocircumflex in Slovene kȃzen, gel and vter, it seems more 
likely to me that it was the loss of the jer that caused the neocircumflex directly.

I do not subscribe to the view that the neocircumflex arose through analo-
gy, as was defended most recently by langston (2007, for criticism of this view 
see vermeer 1982, 1984: 366ff.). langston mentions a number of objections 
against the traditional idea that the neocircumflex arose through compensatory 
lengthening. Part of these objections is based on typological arguments. These 
arguments may indicate that the proposed type of “compensatory lengthening” 
is not widely attested elsewhere, but they hardly prove it did not take place. 

langston adduces two formal objections regarding the two categories in 
which we find a neocircumflex in north-west Čakavian, i.e. the definite form 
of some adjectives that have fixed root stress (e.g., stȃrī, cf. the examples in 
Zubčić & Sanković 2008) and the present tense in -e- of verbs with fixed root 
stress (e.g., plȃče, kupȗješ). In northern Čakavian dialects that preserve post-
tonic length, those adjectives that have a neocircumflex in the definite form 
also have a long post-tonic vowel. If one accepts that the rise of the neocir-
cumflex coincided with the shortening of the post-tonic vowel, the attested 
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post-tonic length must have been restored. In the attested systems, all adjec-
tives have long desinential vowels throughout the definite paradigm (see, e.g., 
Belić 2000: 165f., lukežić & Zubčić 2007: 93). Taking into account that pro-
ponents of “compensatory lengthening” nowadays assume that in north-west 
Čakavian the neocircumflex developed regularly in disyllabic words only (Ko-
rtlandt 2011: 57f.), it is not difficult to find a model for the restoration of length 
in cases like stȃrī. 

langston’s second objection is that the present tense suffix ‑e‑ cannot be 
shown to have been long before the rise of the neocircumflex. vermeer has 
clearly shown that in the 2nd and 3rd persons singular of the present tense of mo-
bile verbs a Proto-slavic long stressed -e- has been preserved in a large number 
of areas: slovak nesie, Prekmurje slovene vličé and in many Čakavian dialects 
that do not have neocircumflex: Susak parnesiȇ, Senj kradẽ, Kali pletiẽ, Vrgada 
donesẽ, Weingraben peč'ie, Žumberak berȇ (Vermeer 1984: 359f., 365f., 381, 
Houtzagers & Budovskaja 1996: 162, Moguš 1966: 89). The Čakavian dialects 
with a neocircumflex have a short -e- in these examples (Vermeer 1982: 292). 
This is no coincidence. These dialects had a short -e- in examples like plȃče af-
ter it had obtained a neocircumflex. This favoured generalization of the short 
-e- in all paradigms. In other Čakavian dialects the long post-tonic vowel was 
retained in plȁčē and related verbs and supported the length in nesẽ (post-ton-
ic length was later lost in much of Central and South Čakavian). This explains 
why the isogloss between the mobile presents nesȅ and nesẽ seems to be identi-
cal to that between plȃče and plȁč (on distribution of long and short e over the 
late Proto-Slavic verbal paradigms see Vermeer 1984: 363, on the origin of the 
long thematic vowel in plȁčē see ibidem: 362).

langston argues that the long vowel of nesẽ arose late and may be of ana-
logical origin (2007: 86). However, the fact that the long vowel is found in an 
area that is larger than the one in which the neocircumflex is found makes it 
likely the long ending is older than the rise of the neocircumflex. when stating 
that »there is no evidence for the lengthening of short vowels under the neoa-
cute accent in other forms in most Čakavian dialects« (l.c.), langston ignores 
the fact that the neoacute that arose as a result of the retraction of the accent 
from a final jer is generally long, cf. Čakavian gen.pl. nõg < *nog and the ex-
amples given above under 2., as opposed to the neoacute found in vȍlja, mȍžeš 
< *vòļa, *mòžešь, which is short in Čakavian.

The most powerful argument against a phonetic origin for the neocircumflex 
is the fact that verbs with a present in ‑a‑ or ‑i‑ do not show a neocircumflex: 
Novi oprȁvī, dȅlā, but plȃče (Langston 2007: 84). Here, again, it is important 
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to take into account that the Čakavian neocircumflex is claimed to have arisen 
in disyllabic forms only. The difference between the two categories is that reg-
ular *oprȃvi, *oprȁvīmo, *dȇla, *dȅlāmo was more likely to generalize the var-
iant without neocircumflex when post-tonic length was restored. Extra pressure 
was probably exerted by paradigms of the type nȍsī, nȍsīmo (also with restored 
post-tonic length, cf. Slovene nsi < *nòsi). As in other south-slavic dialects, 
length was generalized more easily in the suffix of the a‑ and i‑verbs than in the 
e‑verbs because in the former two it was more widespread in the first place.

A final point of discussion with regard to the neocircumflex is whether it 
only occurs instead of an old acute, as is traditionally assumed, or also in-
stead of a short neoacute. Traditionally it is thought that those cases in which 
a neocircumflex is found instead of a (short) neoacute are of analogical ori-
gin. Quite apart from the large scale analogy that is required in such a scenar-
io, there is no evident model for the introduction of the neocircumflex in forms 
such as *dobrȏta, *osnȏva, *zdrȃvje, *teltina, Slovene podba, rabta (thus 
Pleteršnik for rabta?), Kajkavian vȏlja, kȏža, mȇnum, tȏbum. Moreover, there 
are no true counterexamples to the scenario that assumes that the old and new 
short acute were treated alike. Slovene prje, zlje (neoacute) as opposed to 
brzje (acute) and kzji (neoacute) as opposed to krȃvji (acute), e.g., cannot be 
used as counterexamples. Slovene prje, zlje and kzji underwent stang’s law 
with regular shortening of the second syllable (section 3.). Because the follow-
ing syllable was shortened it did not cause a neocircumflex at a later stage. 

A different case is slovene 2sg.pres. pšlješ, in which the weak jer that was 
lost between -š- and -lj- should have triggered the rise of a neocircumflex. Sim-
ilar exceptions to the rule are the adjectives knjski and žnski. The absence of 
a neocircumflex in these words appears to be linked with the origin of the ris-
ing accent: it results from the retraction of the accent from an internal weak jer. 
These examples provide insight in the mechanism behind the rise of the neo-
circumflex: if the jer was stressed, it lost its stress to the preceding syllable. 
If it was not stressed, it caused lengthening of the preceding syllable when it 
was lost. These processes occurred simultaneously and are both the result of 
the weakening of the jer. In this context it is important to realize that in west-
ern south slavic jers were preserved if they received a neoacute as a result of 
stang’s law, e.g. Štokavian tȁšta, šȁljēm, tȁknēm, Slovene tášča, táknem (Ivić 
1998: 457f.). This implies that by the time Stang’s law operated internal jers 
could still receive the stress, unlike in West-Slavic (cf. Old Polish ćcia, Old 
Czech tščě, Polish tkniesz, Czech tkneš. Russian has tëšča but pošlëš, tknëš). 
Slovene pšlješ knjski and žnski regularly reflect *pošĺeš(ь), *końskъj(ь), 
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*ženskъj(ь). The apparent counterexample Slovene (Pleteršnik) *svkrva – 
which looks like a reflex of *svekrv- with retraction and neocircumflex – is 
only attested in dialects without tonal opposition and its accent is therefore un-
known (Snoj 1994: 499, fn. 51). Similar ū-stems like Pleteršnik’s lkva and 
zȃ(l)va are suspect of having a ghost accent as well, because the former is oth-
erwise only reliably attested with a root lók‑ and for the latter Pleteršnik adduc-
es only dialect areas that provide no evidence about the intonation. I conclude 
that the original acute and the short neoacute were lengthened due to loss of a 
jer or shortening of a long vowel in a following syllable, the former also apply-
ing to loss of word-final jer if preceded by a resonant in the same syllable (the 
type slovene kȃzen < *kàznь).

7. Analogical spread of *-ā in the f.sg. form of the l‑participle

Before we continue to discuss the l‑participles of the neslъ-type, there is an 
early croatian dialectal innovation that deserves attention because it will play 
a role in the discussion that follows. vermeer observed that stang’s law oper-
ated in many dialects in the feminine form of the l-participle of mobile verbs 
(1984: 376f.): rather than being end-stressed, as one would expect on the basis 
of the comparative evidence, they have a long rising tone on the syllable preced-
ing the ending, e.g. Brusje (Hvar) prȏ(l), próla, prȏlo ‘wash’, dȅro(l), deróla, 
dȅrolo ‘skin’, Vrgada bȋ, bĩla, bȋlo, bȋli, dȍbī, dobĩla, dȍbīlo, Ličko Lešće (Lika 
Čakavian) spãla, Davor (West Posavian) bȉo, bĩla, bȋlo (Kapović 2009: 118), 
Bednja pȇil, pĩlo, pȇile ‘drink’, plotȇil/plȃotil, platĩlo (for *plotĩlo), plȃotile/
plotȇile, Domaslovec pȋli vs. pĩla (Šojat 1973: 52, 54). Paradigms like these are 
found in southeast and central Čakavian, Kajkavian and west Posavian. 

The origin of this phenomenon lies in the fact that the feminine forms of the 
l-participle had a long ending with some verbs and a short one with other verbs. 
A post-tonic long vowel ending of the feminine form of the l‑participle is pre-
served indirectly in Kajkavian and slovene. It is reflected by a neocircumflex 
(see above under 6.) in such forms as Kajkavian krȃla, gorla, which was ex-
tended analogically to vȋdela. Post-tonic length in this ending was eventually 
lost analogically in the other south slavic dialects.

The long variant of the ending was apparently introduced analogically in the 
mentioned dialects, after which they provided input for stang’s law (see above 
under 3): *pīlȁ >> *pīlȃ > pĩla. I see no reason to consider the development a 
»nefonetski pomak«, as Kapović does (2008: 32, fn. 107), who does not men-
tion vermeer’s solution. vermeer’s explanation requires the assumption that the 
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long ending of the feminine forms of the l-participle enjoyed some productivity 
during a period before stang’s law, while most present-day dialects only have 
a short desinential vowel. This seemingly contradictory situation is explained 
by the observation that the long stressed vowels that were affected by stang’s 
law were shortened in the process (see 3. above). Before the law, the number of 
post-tonic long vowels was therefore significantly larger than after it. As a re-
sult, vowel length in the ending was more likely to become productive before 
stang’s law than after it. 

8. l‑participles from verbs with an acute root

In Štokavian and Čakavian, the acute verbs (group III in the introduction) 
are reflected with a short stressed root vowel in all forms of the l-participle, cf. 
Croatian grȉzao, grȉzla, grȉzlo, grȉzle, Novi grȉzāl, grȉzla. In archaic Kajkavian 
we find a neocircumflex in the root in the masculine and feminine forms: grȋzẹl, 
grȋzla, grȉzlo, grȉzli. Slovene only has the neocircumflex in the masculine form: 
grȋzel, grízla, grízlo, grízli. 

In slovene, on the other hand, a neocircumflex was introduced analogical-
ly in the masculine singular form of verbs with a non-acute long root vowel 
(group II) after the other forms of the l-participle had obtained a long rising ac-
cent in both groups II and III, but not I. Thus we find trsel, trsla like grȋzel, 
grízla (Kortlandt 2011: 56).

The rise of the neocircumflex was posterior to the simplification of a clus-
ter of dental stop plus ‑l‑. The latter development is found in all of east slavic 
and south slavic, with the exception of a few northern slovene dialects. The 
assumption that the change *dl, *tl > *l took place before the rise of the neo-
circumflex accounts for the absence of a neocircumflex in Bednja krȍl, yepȍl, 
pyejȅl, Sveta Nedelja pojl (Šojat 1973: 53), Prigorje krȁl, jȅl, prȅl, Varaždin 
krȃl (with secondary lengthening of a short vowel, cf. the older long vowel in 
fem. krla) < *kradlъ, *-padlъ, *ědlъ, *prędlъ. If the stop had been retained 
we would expect a neocircumflex as in grȇizel, pȃosel < *grizlъ, *paslъ. Inci-
dentally, these Kajkavian forms provide additional proof that the neocircumflex 
arose as a result of a phonetic process. The forms further show that the rise of 
the neocircumflex in the l-participle is not regular in monosyllables, as Babik 
argues (2005: 111ff.), because we would then expect *krȃl. The Bednja para-
digm klõsti, klõl, klõlo, klõle from the acute root *klàd‑ arose analogically after 
the type trãsti, zãpsti on the basis of the shared mobile present.
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9. verbs with a non-acute root: Kajkavian and slovene

we will now look at the other verbs, those with a non-acute root vowel.  
Russian has the following pattern: root-stress in the masculine singular 
form, end stress in the other forms: nës, neslá, nesló, neslí. In slovene, the 
same pattern is found, be it somewhat obscured by various later slovene inno-
vations. The standard language has nsel, nésla, néslo, nésli etc., which cor-
responds to, e.g., Gailtal rku, rjkwa (Pronk 2009: 120), Črni Vrh 'ri:əku, 
'r:kłḁ (Tominec 1964: 193), Južnonotranjski 'ri:ẹku, 'r:kła (Rigler 1963: 
44, 122), Slovenskogoriški 'ri:ẹko, 'rie:kla (Koletnik 2001: 160). A similar sit-
uation is found in some northwestern Kajkavian dialects: Hum na Sutli r'ȩkọ, 
r'ẹkla, Pavlovec r'ȩikọ, r'ẹkla (Celinić 2010). In the few Slovene dialects that 
have not undergone the stress-retraction from final short vowels, the Russian 
pattern is clearly visible: Resia nsal, naslɐ,́ m.pl. nisl (Steenwijk 1992: 155), 
Rož nésov, nasvà, m.pl. nösl (scheinigg 1882). 

In the slovene dialect of sele, which is closely related to the Rož dialect cit-
ed in the previous paragraph but did undergo stress-retractions, the vocalism of 
the non-masculine forms has been generalized: nsu, nsu̯a (Isačenko 1939). 
Interesting forms from a few dialects within the Slovene borders directly to the 
East of Sele are provided by Babik (2005: 124, fn. 75), who cites from a mono-
graph by Zorko I do not have access to: Sveti Duh m.sg. 'pe̯e:ko, f.sg. 'pe̯e:kla, 
but m.pl. 'pẹkl, Remšnik f.sg. 'pe̯e:kla, m.pl. 'pekl. In these dialects, the oxy-
tone type has been influenced by the mobile one of the type *dȃlъ, *dālȁ, *dȃli. 
The m.pl. form reflects *peklȋ with regular retraction of the circumflex in these 
dialects (cf. Zorko 1989), the root stress of the feminine form is analogical to 
that in *dála < *dālȁ. In Remšnik, the long root vowel in *dȃlъ has been ex-
tended analogically to the m.sg. form in the paradigm 'li:əgọ (as if < *lȇg), 
'le̯e:gla, m.pl. 'legl.

At least part of the Kajkavian dialects generalized root stress in all forms of 
the l-participle, e.g. Bednja nȁsel, nȁslo, nȁsle, rȁkel, rȁklo, rȁkle, (nāō)prȁl, 
prȃlo, prȁle (with a neocircumflex in the feminine form), rõsel, rõslo, rõsle. 
Many other Kajkavian dialects are inconclusive with regard to the original ac-
cent in *nesla, *neslo etc., because the accent was retracted from a final open 
syllable in all dialects except for a narrow band in the western part of the Kajka-
vian speech area (Ivšić 1936: 80f.). Only those dialects that lengthen a vowel 
that receives the accent through retraction show whether or not the accent was 
on the ending. Thus, e.g., Mraclin rȅkla (Šojat 1982: 417) reflects root-stress, 
as an end-stressed form would have been reflected as *rẽkla. The only fact we 
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can gather from most other Kajkavian dialects is that the masculine form has no 
neocircumflex, e.g., varaždin r'ȩkȩl, Prigorje rȅkal.

This raises an interesting question: why does Kajkavian not have a neocir-
cumflex in forms like Bednja nȁsel, while it has one in grȇizel. As we have seen 
above (section 6.), the neocircumflex arose from any short non-falling accent, 
both from an original acute and from other sources (generally lumped together 
as “neoacute”). Therefore, one would expect the masculine form *nèslъ to un-
dergo the same development that we find in grȇizel < *grìzlъ. Although the Kaj-
kavian material does not rule out analogical influence from the other forms of 
the l-participle, the situation is different in Slovene. There, the masculine sin-
gular form is isolated and must therefore be old, cf. the adduced Resian par-
adigm nsal, naslɐ́, m.pl. nisl. The same argument applies to the nominative 
singular of a number of adjectives: Slovene dber, mker, ster, zamkel and 
tpel. The adjective zamkel is originally an l-participle and tpel continues a 
similar formation. The other forms of these adjectives reflect non-initial stress, 
e.g., dóbra, mókra, zamókla, óstra, tópla. One might also expect a neocircum-
flex in the numerals sdem and sem.

In view of Kortlandt’s observation that final jers that were preceded by a 
tautosyllabic resonant must have been preserved up to the time of rise of the ne-
ocircumflex (cf. above under 6.), there is a way to explain the cited forms with-
out a neocircumflex: they were end-stressed when the neocircumflex arose: 
*nesl, *trsl, *dobr etc. The fall of a weak unstressed jer caused compensa-
tory lengthening of the preceding vowel, while the subsequent or simultaneous 
fall of a stressed final jer was accompanied by loss of the accent to the preced-
ing syllable. Taking this into account, we can set up the following chronology 
for slovene and Kajkavian, perhaps also for the rest of western south slavic:

1. final jers are weakened and lose the stress to a preceding syllable, which 
is lengthened if it was short: gen.pl. *nog > *nõgъ. This did not affect final 
jers after a tautosyllabic resonant: *nesl. If it did, we would expect a long ris-
ing accent: *nẽslъ, which is actually attested in slovak niesol (which will be 
discussed towards the end of this article). 

2. Dybo’s law shifts any non-falling, non-acute accent to a following syl-
lable. It does not shift the accent to a following jer, which could not carry the 
accent anymore (cf. the discussion under 2. above), unless it was preceded by 
a tautosyllabic resonant: *bòbъ = *bòbъ, *kòńь = *kòńь, but *sèdmь> sedm, 
*dòbrъ > *dobr. 

3. final weak jers that are preceded by a tautosyllabic resonant are weak-
ened as well, causing compensatory lengthening of a preceding stressed short 
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vowel or – when they were stressed – loss of the stress to a preceding syllable: 
*dobr > *dòbr, *nesl > *nèsl, *grìzlъ > *grȋzl. Other final jers had already 
been lost and did not cause a preceding stressed vowel to be lengthened: *bràt, 
*bòb, *kòń.

10. verbs with a non-acute root: Štokavian and Čakavian

In Štokavian we usually find the same pattern as in Russian and Slovene, in-
cluding in the works of Vuk and Daničić: barytonesis in the masculine singu-
lar, oxytonesis elsewhere: pȅkao, pèkla, pèklo, pèkli. This system has been pre-
served best in most eastern and southern dialects, cf. Uskoci rȅkō, rèkla (Stanić 
1974: 132, 133), Bjelopavlići plȅo, plèle (Ćupić 1977: 22, 95), Divci (Kolu-
bara) dòveo, dovèli (Nikolić 1969: 31, 37), and in the Fojnička Nahija dòveo, 
dovèli (Brozović 2007: 59, 144). Dubrovnik and its surrounding areas often re-
tain oxytony in the feminine form (copying the pattern dȁo, dála, dȃlo), some-
times also in other forms of the paradigm, e.g. Dubrovnik trȇsō, trésla, trȇslo, 
Dubrava (Pelješac) plȅo, plèla, plèlo but rȅkō, rèkla, rȅklo (Kapović 2008: 33, 
fn. 111), Mljet istékla, utékla, pléla (Šimunović 1970: 242). In more northern 
and western Štokavian dialects, however, we often find barytonesis throughout 
the paradigm (cf. the detailed discussion in Kapović 2008: 32ff.). In Bosanska 
Posavina, e.g., we find barytone forms throughout the participle: pȅkō, pȅkla, 
pȅklo (Baotić 1979: 210), next to the standard type. Notably, verbs of type II 
are always in accordance with the Vuk type in this dialect: trẽso, trésla, trés-
lo. Ivšić observed that throughout Posavian Štokavian, the type with fixed root 
stress is the more common, although traces of end-stress occur, e.g. Otok moglȍ 
bi, Novo Selo rèkle (1913: 94f.). For the western part of Slavonia, Kapović ad-
duces originally barytone forms from a number of points (2009). Kapović ob-
serves that in Neo-Štokavian in Slavonia, final stress is preserved more often 
in frequent verbs, forms without a prefix and in forms with a long root vowel 
(2008: 33). For more Slavonian material, reflecting both types of accentuation, 
I refer to Kapović 2008, l.c.

The barytone reflexes are also found in the western Štokavian dialects in 
Croatia, e.g., Omiš rȅkli, Kotezi ìspekla (Čilaš Šimpraga 2010: 191); Imotska 
mȍgā, mȍgla, mȍglo etc., »ovakvi su još pȅć, tȅć, rȅć« (Šimundić 1971: 155), 
bȍjo, bȍla, bȍl. 

Oxytone non-masculine singular forms are retained more to the southeast in 
the villages of Vidonje and Dobranje, where short root verbs of the neslъ type 
became mobile (tȅkō, tèkla, tȅklo; pȅkō, pèkla, pȅklo), while those with a long 
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root reflect oxytony: rȃstō, rásla, ráslo; vȗkō, vúkla, vúklo (Vidović 2007: 209). 
Oxytone forms are further found around Šibenik and in and around Dubrovnik 
(Kapović 2008: 33f.), and in the Ikavian that is spoken around Perušić in Lika 
(Milković 2009: 532): rȅkō, rèkla, pȅkō, pèkla, bȏ, bòla, plȇ, plèla etc. The rest 
of Lika predominantly has reflexes of root-stress (idem: 533). Tomljenović also 
gives reflexes of fixed root stress for the Bunjevački Ikavian dialect spoken in  
the area northeast of Senj: pȅkā, pȅkla, pȅklo; rȅkā, rȅkla, rȅklo; ìzrekā, ìzrekla,  
ìzreklo; plȅja, plȅla, plȅlo; trȇsā, trȇsla, trȇslo; ìstrēsā, ìstrēsla, ìstrēslo  
(1910–1911: 599f.). 

In Čakavian, the same two variants are found. Here follows an overview 
of the material, which largely overlaps with the collection of data in langston 
2006: 205 and Kapović 2008: 33. I have chosen to follow the distinction be-
tween northwest Čakavian, central Čakavian and southeast Čakavian intro-
duced by vermeer (1982: 289), which is also followed by langston (2006). 

In Northwest Čakavian, evidence for the archaic type with end stress is read-
ily available (cf. also Zubčić 2003): Novi pȅkāl, peklȁ, peklȍ, trésl, trēslȁ, 
potúkl, potūklȉ, Omišalj (Krk) reklȍ, soplȉ, teklȉ, teplȉ, vērhlȉ, strēslȁ, dosēglȁ, 
obēklȉ, zlēglȍ, rāslȍ, Orbanići rȅka, reklȁ, reklȍ, grȅba, greblȁ, greblȉ, Orlec 
(Cres) rẽkel, reklȁ, reklȍ, neslȁ, neslȉ, peklȁ, peklȉ (with lengthening of stressed 
non-final non-high vowels), Klana rȅkau,̯ reklȁ, reklȍ, Grobnik rȅkāl, reklȁ, 
reklȍ. An exception is the Boljun dialect in Istria, for which Zubčić (2003: 151) 
adduces the paradigm p'eka, p'ekla, p'eklo. She shows that there the accent may 
have been generalized on the first syllable in the same way as in the adjective 
t'epa, t'epla, t'eplo (cf. the more archaic dobr'a, dobr'o).

verbs with a long root vowel often show root stress in Orbanići and Orlec: 
Orbanići triẽsla, narãsla, virãslo, skũbla, skũblo, cres trẽsla, trẽsli, narãsla, 
narãslo, sõpel, sõpli, tẽlkel, tẽlkli. except for Boljun t'ūka, t'ūkla, t'ūklo, where 
root stress is also attested in verbs with a short root vowel, I have not found 
such forms in any of the more eastern northwest Čakavian dialects.

In the central Čakavian dialects, on the other hand, we find barytony in 
forms with an originally short or a long root vowel, which is always reflected 
as short: Senj pȅkal, pȅkla, pȅklo; rȁsal, rȁsla, rȁslo; trȅsal, trȅsla, trȅslo. In di-
alects with lengthening of vowels in closed syllables we find, e.g., Rab ogrȅbal, 
ogrȇbla (Langston 2006: 205), Pag 'peka, 'piekla (the same forms are found in 
Stinatz in the Burgenland, Neweklowsky 1989: 98), Metajna (Pag) lȅga, lȇgla, 
rȅka, rȇkla (Vranić 2004: 18), Kukljica (Ugljan) trȅso, trȇsla; tȕko, tȗkla; tȅko, 
tȇkla; pȅko, pȇkla, but rȅko, reklȃ, lȅgo, leglȃ and vȑgo, vrglȃ. For Kukljica, 
Benić (2011: 9) assumes that the short vowel in masculine singular forms like 
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trȅso and tȕko arose analogically after the root vowel of forms like 'piekla had 
been lengthened. This is not impossible, but in view of the fact that Senj, which 
did not undergo the same lengthening, has short vowels in these forms, it seems 
more likely that the dialects with lengthening in closed syllables also had a 
short vowel in all forms to start with. In Lika Čakavian we find a short root 
vowel, like in Senj: Ličko Lešće vȕkla. In Lika Štokavian dialects that general-
ized root stress we find no shortening: rȇsā, rȇsla, rȇslo, trȇsā, trȇsla, trȇslo.

In Žumberak we find examples with a retracted accent from a final open 
syllable: rékla, izvéla, odvéli (all from Jurkovo selo), pomògli (uniate) (skok 
1912: 350, 356). skok further cites reklȁ‿ je, where the final accent is retained 
(1911: 382). 

On vrgada, which has a southeast Čakavian dialect, root stress has been 
generalized: rȅk˚ā, rȅkla; spȅk˚ā, spȅkla; tȅk˚ā, tȅkla, but length was retained 
in trẽs˚ā, trẽsla. The same situation is found on Brač and Hvar, e.g. Hvar pȅka, 
pȅkla, pȅklo and with a retained long vowel trésa(l), trésla, tréslo; zéba(l), zé‑
bla, zéblo etc. 

The situation is thus as follows: in Žumberak and the eastern part of north-
west Čakavian the original situation is maintained, but Orbanići and Orlec show 
root stress if the root vowel is long. In central and southeast Čakavian, both 
types show root stress, with the exception of a few verbs on ugljan and prob-
ably elsewhere as well. Kapović, e.g., cites Korčula rèklo and Blato (Korčula) 
provelȉ (2008: 33). further, we find shortening of the long vowel in forms like 
trȅsla in senj and probably in the whole northern part of central Čakavian. 
vrgada, Brač and Hvar have long vowels in these cases. 

I have so far largely ignored roots ending in a dental stop for reasons that 
will become apparent below. These roots show the same accentual reflexes as 
the other verbs of the neslъ-type in central and southeast Čakavian. we do 
not find remnants of end-stress. The following are a few examples: vrgada 
mẽ, mȅla < *metl-; plẽ, plȅla < *pletl-; Hvar mȇl, mȅla, pl(l), plȅla, plȅlo; 
Pag 'mie, 'mela, Kali (Ugljan) doviẽ, dovȅla (Houtzagers & Budovskaja 1996), 
Senj bõl, bȍla, bȍlo, cvãl, cvȁla, cvȁlo. The masculine singular forms above all 
show lengthening before a tautosyllabic resonant (which later dropped in the 
majority of dialects). This type has merged with the reflex of the l-participle 
of acute roots that end in a dental stop of the type krãl; krȁla, cf. Hvar krȏ(l), 
krȁla, krȁlo, Dračevica (Brač) pl(l), plȅla, Vrgada prẽ, prȅla, Senj prẽl, prȅla, 
prȅlo < *prędl-. In Northwest Čakavian, oxytony is preserved on Orlec (Cres): 
probolȁ, probolȉ, cvelȁ, cvelȍ, Omišalj (Krk) plelà, pomelà, pomelì and in Novi 
plelȁ, dovelȁ, probolȁ, but in Orbanići we find variation: the verb bȍs has fixed 
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root stress in the l-ptc.: buõ, bȍle, probuõ, probȍli, ubȍla, ubȍle, zabȍlo. The 
verbs plȅs, gnjȅs and mȅs show variants with root stress next to less frequent 
variants with end stress: pliẽ, plȅla, plȅlo, plȅli, plȅle, splȅle, uplȅla, zaplȅla, 
zaplȅli but also plelȁ, plelȍ, plelȅ; gnjiẽ, gnjȅla, gnjȅli, zagnjȅla, but also gnjelȉ. 
For the verb mȅs, Kalsbeek even provides statistics when there are two vari-
ants (1988: 489): mȅla (attested twice), mȅli (2x), mȅle, but also melȁ (1x), melȉ 
(1x), with prefix namȅla, pomȅla, pomȅli (4x), but also pomelȉ (1x). 

Kapović describes the unexpected stem-stress in the cases discussed above 
to a tendency to avoid desinential stress (2008: 32): 

»Tako su svi kajk. i čak. govori proveli inovativno pravilo da infinitivni na-
stavak (-ti, -ći) ne može biti naglašen, a tako je i u mnogim Zštok. govorima. 
u cijelom je kajk., te u dijelu čak. i štok., to pravilo prošireno i na glagolske 
pridjeve radne 1. glagolske vrste koji završavaju na suglasnik, a u kajk. i ma-
njem dijelu čak. i štok. i na glagolske pridjeve radne općenito.«

Although this observation accounts for the apparent haphazardness of the 
phenomenon, it seems desirable to look for an explanation in terms of sound 
laws and analogy. An explanation in terms of analogy is readily available. As 
was explained above (section 5.), there was an accentual difference between 
prefixed and non-prefixed forms of mobile verbs. vermeer (1984: 377) and 
langston (2006: 285) suggest that the fixed root stress may have been general-
ized from forms with a verbal prefix. The difference is preserved in the l‑par-
ticiple in Benić’s data from Kukljica, where we find mobile rȅko, reklȃ, lȅgo, 
leglȃ and vȑgo, vrglȃ but root stressed izrȅko, izrȇkla, zalȅgo, zalȇgla and uvȑgla 
se. In a similar manner, Houtzagers and Budovskaja’s material from Kali con-
tains the same three mobile verbs rȅka, reklȁ, lȅga, leglȁ and vȑga, vrglȁ, but 
sliẽgla ‘hatch’. The verbs ‘to say’ and ‘to throw’ are not attested with any pre-
fix in the substantial amount of material provided by the authors, perhaps in-
dicating the low frequency of such formations, as opposed to all other verbs of 
this class, which are abundantly attested with a prefix (and a diphthong reflect-
ing a lengthened ‑e‑), e.g., ispiẽkli, nariẽsla, otiẽkla, sniẽsla, doviẽzla, izviẽzle, 
povũkli, poziẽbla, istriẽsla etc. These forms gave rise to such simplex forms 
as viẽzla and tiẽkla. Kapović’s data from Šibenik show a similar distribution: 
dòšla, dòšlo, but prònašā, prònašla, prònašlo, òtišā, òtišla, òtišlo. He further 
draws attention to the fact that Štokavian often retains an opposition between 
mòglo and pòmoglo (2008: 33). finally, it is remarkable that in Orbanići, where 
we find doublets of the type mȅla next to melȁ that were discussed above, there 
is only one attestation of a prefixed verbal form with end stress (pomelȉ), while 
those without a prefix are more frequent.
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It is thus conceivable that the generalization of the accent of prefixed forms 
caused the root stress that is found in Čakavian. In Orbanići this process is tak-
ing place before our eyes. vermeer (1984: 377) has convincingly argued that in-
fluence from the prefixed forms also explains the short root vowel that we find 
in the mainland dialects in forms like senj trȅsla, trȅslo, trȅsli, rȁsal, rȁsla, 
rȁslo, Ličko Lešće vȕkla. The same explanation applies to the short root vowel 
in masculine forms like Kukljica trȅso and tȕko in other central Čakavian dia-
lects (the other forms of the paradigm are ambiguous in this respect). The root 
vowel was regularly shortened after it had received the accent from the prefix 
as a result of Dybo’s law (see section 2.).

for central Čakavian we can posit paradigms like *trsl(ъ), *trslȁ, *trslȍ 
next to *s(ъ)trsl(ъ), *s(ъ)trsla, *s(ъ)trslo (with regular shortening, see sec-
tion 4.). Note that by the time these paradigms existed, most other athematic par-
adigms with a root in a vowel had columnal stress because the accent had already 
been retracted in dȃl, dālȁ, dȃlo to dȃl, dãla, dȃlo. This no doubt worked in fa-
vour of the generalization of root stress in *bȍl(ъ), *bȍla, *bȍlo and *trsl(ъ), 
*trsla, *trslo. In Northwest Čakavian (and most of Štokavian, Slovene and Rus-
sian), on the other hand, final stress was usually generalized in the feminine, neu-
ter and plural forms of the prefixed variants, cf. Cres speklȁ, speklȉ, uteklȁ, uteklȉ. 
In Northwest Čakavian and in parts of Southeast Čakavian, a long root vowel 
had been introduced analogically in prefixed forms of the type *s(ъ)trsl(ъ),   
*s(ъ)trsla, *s(ъ)trslo even before root stress was generalized in the simple verb. 

The Kajkavian and Štokavian dialects that reflect root stress in at least part 
of the l‑participles under scrutiny can be explained in the same way as the 
Čakavian ones: the accentual difference between forms with and without a pre-
fix was generalized in favour of the prefixed forms. Traces of the old distribu-
tion are found in western Šumadija neoštokavian (cer). Here verbs without 
prefix reflect oxytone forms only, while prefixed verbs show variants reflect-
ing root stress or end stress: dòvela and dovèla; nàplela and naplèla; ìstekla and 
istèkla; prìlegla and prilègla (Moskovljević 1928–1929: 38). 

The fixed root stress in the l-participles of the neslъ-type cannot be equated 
to the initial stress of dãla which was a result of stang’s law, see above under 7. 
This follows from the following considerations:

1. we would expect a long rising root vowel in Kajkavian if it were (**tẽkla, 
cf. zẽlje, sẽla, sẽdmi), or a neocircumflex as in mȇla < *metlȁ (see below).

2. Part of Posavian Štokavian has columnal stress in, e.g., pȅkō, pȅkla, pȅklo, 
but no neoacute in forms like bíla and dála. Similarly, in Orbanići Čakavian, root 
stress is being generalized in bȍle, plȅla etc., but we find end stress in dālȁ.
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3. If the root stress was due to a retraction in the feminine form, we would 
expect to find traces of a paradigm *pȅkl,̥ *pȅkla, *peklȍ, *peklȉ. I have not 
found such a paradigm anywhere. 

4. explaining the columnal stress from a retraction in the feminine form 
does not explain the shortening of long root vowels that we find in ličko lešće 
vȕkla and Senj trȅsla.

The analogical spread of the long variant of the feminine singular ending 
*‑l, which caused the neoacute in dãla, must therefore have been limited to 
roots ending in a vowel in those Čakavian dialects where we find it. A similar 
situation is found in slovene, where the neocircumflex of slovene znȃla points 
to post-tonic long *-ā (vermeer 1984: 377), while roots ending in a consonant 
retained the short ending, e.g., grízla. The fact that the analogical spread affect-
ed roots ending in a vowel, but not those ending in a consonant is not unexpect-
ed. The source of the long vowel were mostly verbs in ‑iti and -ati, in which fi-
nal -lā was always preceded by a vowel. 

In Kajkavian, on the other hand, we have to distinguish two separate ana-
logical introductions of the long ending: one before stang’s law and one after 
it. first, the long ending was introduced in all cases in which the ending was 
preceded by a vowel, as in Čakavian. This caused the accent to retract in the 
type dãla. The same retraction must also have affected older oxytone partici-
ples with a root ending in a dental. This caused the early split between *metla, 
which has a neocircumflex in Kajkavian, and the originally accentually identi-
cal *nesla, which does not have a circumflex. As is usual with Kajkavian, the 
data are limited. we can adduce Rožić’s material from Prigorje, with the warn-
ing that the dialect probably does not have tonal opposition on short vowels,  
in spite of the fact that tones are written (Rožić 1893a: 97f.): rèkal, rèkla, rèklo 
versus bȍl, bȏla, bòlo, the latter pattern is identical to that of originally acute 
roots like krȁl, krȃla, kràlo (Rožić 1894: 63f.). for Bednja, Jedvaj gives nȁsel, 
nȁsla, nȁsle, but observes that gnjȁsti, cvȅsti, bȅsti with a root in a dental form 
their l-participle like acute prȁsti, prȁl, prȃlo, prȁle, without providing the ac-
tual forms (1956: 312). Cf. further Domaslovec plȅl, plȇla (Šojat 1973: 52).

We can thus reconstruct *melȁ >> *melȃ > *mèla. The simplification of 
*‑dl‑, *‑tl‑ to ‑l‑ must therefore be older than the first spread of long *-lā and 
stang’s law. The stress retraction in *mela probably also affected central and 
southeast Čakavian as well as the western dialects of Posavian Štokavian, al-
though there the difference between the retraction and the later generalization 
of root stress cannot be discerned (except for the fact that the infrequent excep-
tions to the generalization of root stress rarely include verbs of the type *mes‑
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ti, *bosti etc.). The reason why I assume that these Čakavian and Posavian di-
alects underwent the development *melȁ >> *melȃ > *mèla as well is that it is 
unlikely that the ending of *melȁ would not have been lengthened while that 
of *dālȁ was. 

In Kajkavian, after the retraction of the stress in *mèla, the long ending *-lā 
was once more introduced, this time affecting all cases in which the ending was 
unstressed. Thus we get *mèla > *mèlā and *grỳzla > *grỳzlā. This innovation 
is purely Kajkavian and caused the neocircumflex that we find in these words: 
mȇla, grȋzla. I presume that the accented vowel in *mèla was short enough to 
be affected by the rise of the neocircumflex (the short neoacute is otherwise re-
flected as long in Kajkavian, e.g. zẽlje). The second introduction of posttonic 
length did not affect feminine forms of the type *reklȁ in Kajkavian because 
they were still oxytone at the time. 

finally, I want to return to the northwest Čakavian dialects of Orbanići and 
Orlec where we find retraction of the ictus onto a long root vowel in examples 
like narãsla, but not in reklȁ, cf. also Orbanići dālȁ, Orlec dalȁ where the final 
stress is preserved. This situation is of a different nature than the one we have 
seen in the other dialects because here vowel length plays a role. The retrac-
tion in narãsla etc. can tentatively be explained as a result of the fact that Pro-
to-slavic had pretonic but not prepretonic length after Dybo’s law. when length 
was restored in verbal prefixes such as na‑, pri‑, za-, the ictus shifted onto the 
syllable directly following the prefix (either analogically or as a sound law), 
thus avoiding prepretonic length: northwest Čakavian *nārāslà > *narslà >> 
*nārāslà > *nārásla. At a later stage the long vowel of the prefix was short-
ened and root stress was generalized in mobile verbs with a long root vowel. 
ebeling (1967: 593) convincingly argued that the same development is found 
in, e.g., neo-Štokavian trésēte, tréseno with accent retraction, as opposed to 
pečéte, pečèno without retraction, both verbs reflecting an originally mobile 
paradigm. 

11. slovak

we have seen above that the accentuation of the l-participle suggests that the 
deletion of final jers in Kajkavian and slovene occurred later if the jer in ques-
tion was preceded by a tautosyllabic resonant. whether the same is true for the 
rest of south slavic remains unclear, although the generally attested short root 
vowel of the masculine singular form of the *neslъ-type probably indicates that 
it is. In slovak, however, the situation appears to be different.
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A brief look at the distribution of infinitive forms in slovak is relevant for 
the following discussion of the l‑participle. Infinitives with a root-final ob-
struent show a long root vowel (even if the other languages point to original 
root stress): acute hrýzt’, klást’, liezt’, pást’, priast’, siect’, non-acute hniest’, 
hriebst’, miest’, niest’, piect’, pliest’, riect’, tiect’, viest’, viezt’, môct’. A short 
stem vowel is found in acute verbal roots that are not closed by an obstruent: 
byt’, dat’, dut’, ‑jat’, pät’, ‑t’at’, bit’, myt’ (nonnemacher-Pribić 1961: 108f.).

The length of the stem vowel of the slovak infinitives adduced above thus 
depends on whether or not the root is closed by an obstruent. More or less the 
same distribution applies to the l-participle, with the exception of mohol, mohla, 
where we find a short root vowel. slovak dialects clearly show that the long 
reflex of Proto-slavic short vowels was originally restricted to the masculine 
singular form of the l-participle: *niesol, but *nesla. In view of the correspond-
ence between the infinitive and masculine singular form of the l-participle, the 
long vowel is probably connected with the fact that both forms ended in a jer. 
One is naturally reminded of the long vowel that arose in the genitive plural of 
mobile nouns through retraction of the accent from the final jer to the preced-
ing vowel (see section 2. above). The natural assumption is thus that the accen-
tual pattern of the mobile paradigm spread to the infinitive and l-participle of 
other verbs in an obstruent, i.e. those with an acute root. The basis for the anal-
ogy is the fact that all these verbs were already mobile in the present tense, cf. 
Čakavian grīzȅš, pāsȅš, prēdȅš etc. subsequently, retraction of the accent from 
a final jer resulted in a long root vowel: *nesl > *nẽslъ, *gryzl > *grỹzlъ. It 
follows that in slovak the retraction of the accent from final jers after tautosyl-
labic resonants yielded pretonic long vowels. This need not have been simul-
taneous with the retraction from a weak jer in the genitive plural, but the out-
come is the same. 

On the basis of the fact that the verb mohol, mohla etc. reflects an excep-
tional short root vowel in slovak, Kortlandt assumes that there was a difference 
between originally end-stressed *nesl > *nẽslъ on the one hand and originally 
root-stressed *mòglъ on the other. This is in agreement with the fact that the lat-
ter verb is the only one of this kind which forms a present tense according to ac-
cent paradigm (b) (môžeš), while the *nesl-type has a present tense according 
to paradigm (c). As observed above, the final stress of *nesl was introduced in 
verbs with an acute root that end in an obstruent on the basis of the fact that the 
present tense was mobile in both types. The fact that the final stress was not in-
troduced in *mòglъ in all dialects can thus be connected with the fact that it did 
not have the same accentuation in the present tense as *nesl.
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The criticism of Kortlandt’s view offered by Babik (2007) and Olander 
(2009: 209) fails to take away the impression that we are dealing with the re-
tention of an older opposition. The fact that we find môhol and similar forms in 
dialects (cf. Babik 2007: 70ff.), is a hardly surprising innovation on the basis 
of the present tense forms (môžem) and the pattern *niesol, *nesla, as was ar-
gued by Kortlandt 2011: 345. At the conference Dani akcentologije in Zagreb, 
where the present paper was first presented, siniša Habijanec rightly pointed 
out that the short root vowel of slovak bodol cannot be adduced as a counterex-
ample because it is clearly analogical to the infinitive bodnut’ and we have seen 
above that the timbre of the root vowel in the l-participle is connected with that 
of the infinitive. 

The difference between mohol and niesol indicates that final jers after a tau-
tosyllabic resonant lost the accent in slovak before Dybo’s law. Otherwise the 
two paradigms would have merged as a result of a shift *mòglъ > *mogl, as 
they did in south slavic.

12. Relative chronology

The relative chronology of the developments discussed in the article can be 
concluded to be as follows:

1. Retraction of the accent from final jers, not affecting those cases in which 
the jer is preceded by a tautosyllabic resonant in (part of?) western south slavic. 
The newly accented vowel obtained a long rising tone (e.g., gen.pl. *nõgъ and 
in slovak niesol).

2. Dybo’s law, causing the shift *mòglъ > *mogl in south slavic, but not 
in west slavic.

3. simplification of *‑dl‑, *‑tl‑ to ‑l‑ in most of south slavic (and probably 
around the same time in east slavic). This development is posterior to 1. be-
cause of Kajkavian (Prigorje) bȍl, Čakavian (Brač) mȇl (with secondary length-
ening), which have the reflex of a short vowel rather than a long neoacute vow-
el (i.e. *bodl > *bol > *bòlъ).

4. spread of the long ending of the feminine l‑participle to all verb forms in 
which the *l was directly preceded by a vowel in a large part of western south 
slavic. This accounts for a) southeast and central Čakavian, Kajkavian and 
West Posavian dãla (the slovene data are ambiguous), b) Kajkavian mȇla and 
probably Southeast and Central Čakavian mȅla, and c) Kajkavian and Slovene 
dialectal gorla. The innovation did not reach northwest Čakavian.
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5. stang’s law, yielding the initial stress of southeast and central Čakavian 
and Kajkavian dãla and Kajkavian mȇla, southeast and central Čakavian, west 
Posavian plȅla.

6. spread of the long ending to all cases in which the ending was unstressed 
in Kajkavian.

7. The rise of the neocircumflex in slovene, Kajkavian and northwest 
Čakavian, giving rise to, amongst others: Kajkavian mȇla, grȋzla, Kajkavian, 
Slovene grȋzel, dialectal gorla (Rigler 2001: 322ff., 342).

8. The retraction of the stress from final jers that had escaped the retraction 
under 1. This change is probably simultaneous with 7. and with the stress shift 
from weak internal jers onto a preceding syllable (e.g. slovene pšlješ). 

9. The analogical introduction of root stress in paradigms like *nȅsla, *nȅslo, 
*nȅsli, *nȅsle in parts of Čakavian, Kajkavian and Štokavian. In those dialects 
that had undergone the retraction in the type *mèla < *melȃ according to 5., the 
feminine form was already barytone and only the neuter and plural forms ob-
tained secondary root stress in verbs of this type.
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O akcentuaciji glagolskih pridjeva radnih tipa neslъ u 
zapadnojužnoslavenskom

sažetak

u članku se analizira akcentuacija zapadnojužnoslavenskih glagolskih prid-
jeva radnih, tvorenih od glagolskih osnova koje završavaju na okluziv do-
datkom sufiksa *‑l‑ neposredno na osnovu, npr. *nes-lъ, hrv. nȅsao, sln. nsel. 
uspoređuje se građa iz čakavskih, kajkavskih, štokavskih i slovenskih govora. 
Ta se građa promatra u svjetlu kasnih općeslavenskih i ranih dijalektnih akcenat-
skih i fonoloških promjena. Glasovne promjene poput Diboova zakona, stango-
va zakona, nastanka novoga cirkumfleksa i gubitka slabih poluglasa prouzročile 
su unutarparadigmatske i međuparadigmatske alternacije po tonu, duljini i 
mjestu naglaska. Te su alternacije mogle biti proširene ili uklonjene u različitim 
arealima i u različitim razdobljima u povijesti zapadnojužnoslavenskoga. Tako 
su nastale neke od najranijih izoglosa na ovom području.

Key words: verbal accentuation, Proto-slavic, Čakavian, Kajkavian, Štokavian, slovene
Ključne riječi: glagolska akcentuacija, praslavenski, čakavski, kajkavski, štokavski, 

slovenski




